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Figure 1. With Spatial Physical Computing (SPC) data processing modules are deployed in space and programmed with simple physical actions. Our
prototype modules are battery powered and communicate wirelessly to form long range smart sensor/actuator networks. An example scenario is shown
on the left: a proximity sensor generate events as a door opens, and a non-collocated accumulator module counts and display them.

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Latest hardware improvements on transceivers supporting Low
Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) make it feasible to connect small battery powered devices hundred of meters or even
km away. In this paper, we propose a physical computing
paradigm fully exploiting this novel technology. Spatial physical computing (SPC) leverages not only natural manipulation
typically used on TUI and construction kits but also integrates
the necessary deambulation (around a building or a city) in
the process of creating, testing and tuning a distributed smart
sensor/actuator network. The overall system is a compound
of (an unlimited) set of independent data-processing nodes
supporting an event-driven data-flow programming scheme.
We demonstrate in a few examples how such networks can be
deployed - spatially programmed - through intuitive physical
actions, and discuss the unique qualities and challenges of
Spatial Physical Computing.

Whereas we traditionally relied on hardwired physical connections for home automation - such as for lighting and audio/video - we will be less likely to use cables to program interactive scenarios in our future homes. Advances in low-power
computing and wireless communication make it possible to
turn everyday objects into smart networked items. Although
this introduces flexibility in terms of system architecture, the
invisible connections are difficult to make and monitor. A
common approach in home automation is to use an abstract,
screen based representation of the network and sensor states.
Unfortunately, this just transposes the mapping problem from
the real world to the GUI interface. In fact, most prototyping
platforms for physical computing (Arduino [3], mbed [20] as
well as tangible construction kits for teaching programming
concepts (e.g., Lego Mindstorms [26]) do not tackle these
issues [27] since their philosophy brings a separation between
the control/programming layer and the physical arrangement
of the devices.
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So, the question is: how to design a simple enough physical
activity that accounts simultaneously for the network deployment and the programming activity itself? Inspiration was
found in visual programming languages (such as Max/Msp
[8], Pd [24] or LabView [19]). In our proposal, network topology and function are defined through physical actions similar
to patch-cording common to many visual programming languages; however, since our goal is to create spatially-extended
distributed interactive systems, patch-cording needs to handle
connections between nodes that may be hundreds of meters
away (and not simultaneously visible). We propose a simple
way to extend the patch-cording method: nodes are first en-

tangled by preparing them through simple physical contact
before being brought apart, as shown in Figure 2. The user can
for instance position (or discover) a module somewhere, touch
it with another module to establish a long-range RF-based
connection, then walk away and repeat the process on another
place hundreds of meters away, as shown in Figure 1. In short,
this paper contributes to TEI practices by considering the inherent spatial distribution of the system all the way from the
earliest ideation stages to testing-in-use [35]. The proposed
implementation may be one out of many, but we believe it is
already capable of dealing with most long-range interactive
scenarios. Through examples we make a first step to uncover
the unique challenges and opportunities of the SPC paradigm
that could guide the design of future tangible toolkits, home
automation and urban computing systems.
RELATED WORK

Constructions kits were conceived under the credo that in order to acquire a proper understanding of something one needs
to be able to build that something from scratch [26]. For that
reason, a construction kit is essentially a collection of bricks,
each instantiating a relevant aspect or function of a given
studied technology [21]. In order to understand our present
technological reality, construction kits should therefore clearly
expose its most salient feature: its capacity to interconnect
things wirelessly and at great distances. Despite that logic,
we observe that today’s most popular physical computing
toolkits and construction kits (such as Lego Mindstorms or
the more open-ended Arduino platform) mostly target spatially constrained systems. Of course, some (already popular)
physical computing kits do away with cables for connections
and/or tablets for programming, and rely instead on the relative spatial arrangement of modules to build the interaction
(e.g. VoodooIO [34], littleBits [4], Siftables [22], Cubelets
or RoBlocks [28], Google Blocks [11], Topobo [25]), or for
prototyping Internet Of Things (IoT) systems [16]. However,
such approaches still result in spatially constrained systems by
design; moreover, and spatially speaking, what is important in
those approaches is the relative position of the modules, since
these are to be deployed over a table and rarely (or never) the
modules are scattered over an extended area.
On the other end of the spectrum, we find IoT and home
automation systems. Sensors and actuators (both physical
and virtual) are prepared without any spatial constraint in
mind [5]. For instance, controlling lighting using a cellphone
or actuating windows accordingly to the weather forecast. Programming is performed through IFTTT recipes, but as recent
research indicates, only a minority of recipes involves physical
devices [33]. One could rightly argue that prototypes such
as Thingy Oriented Programming [12], commercial products
such as TrackR [32] (for locating items with a tag) or Flic [18]
(a multi-purpose wireless button) are examples of the proposed
SPC paradigm. However, not only these instantiations have
(very) basic fixed functionality -and activating it can be barely
called programming- but most rely on a WiFi or Bluetooth
network.
Closer to our approach are systems capable of creating adhoc networks for home automation. Sony Mesh [29] is a

Figure 2. Modules connect in a network through outlets (blue LED)
and inlets (red LEDs). Connections are made by holding an outlet near
an inlet; the module cycles through the inlets to let users select a specific inlet. Through short range infrared communication, modules negotiate RF connection details. The LED is then lit solid, confirming an
established connection. Disconnecting modules is achieved in a similar
fashion, by again holding the modules together for a brief time.

distributed sensor/actuator network that can be edited online,
but again it relies on a tablet or computer to maintain the
network, gather, process and distribute data. The price tag
allows for fewer rather than more modules since the targeted
market seems to be home automation and not learning and
experimentation in the field of physical computing. The Reality Editor [14] is an original AR-oriented approach: passive
objects and/or electronic appliances are tagged with fiducial
markers, and the user can connect them using an AR interface. While this is more in line with our investigation, it still
diverges considerably at the conceptual and implementation
levels - from the need of a centralized server-client infrastructure to the recruiting of everyday objects as input/output
interfaces with more or less arbitrary functions, thus rendering
abstract programming impossible.
The ReacTable [17] is the closest example of what we see as a
true SPC system: the network is created through simple gestures, and absolute positions of the modules is relevant both for
the user and for the program structure. This is no coincidence
since modular synthesizers were the paragon of data-flow oriented machines. ReacTable, however, is implemented over
a table; modules are just Plexiglas cubes without computing
power; and finally, operations include high-throughput sound
streams. In our implementation, each module works more
like a physical widget that can, if so desired, be permanently
attached to an object to give it input/output capabilities as well
as entangling it to other things far away.
DESIGN

A network is composed of several fixed-function modules or
nodes. These are battery-powered sensor/actuator/processing
units, exchanging data over an RF LoRa based protocol. As
explained in the introduction and simply put: this is an attempt to instantiate in the physical world (and without spatial
constraints) the "pipes and filter" software design pattern [7]

Figure 3. A teach button on the remote control activates the sensor
programming mode. In this case a proximity sensor is physically trained
by demonstrating a range of values.

and the philosophy of visual programming languages such as
Max/Msp.
A typical module has three inlets and one outlet, as shown in
Figure 2. The module receives data on the inlets and combine
that with local sensor data (if any) to compute some function. The result is delivered through the (unique) output, and
used to control a local actuator (if any). Data can be a bang
message, forcing the module to execute its computation and
deliver the result, or a value message such as a sensor value
or a number set by a dial module. Inlets (resp. outlets) can
connect to multiple sending (resp. receiving) nodes enabling
arbitrarily complex network topologies and allowing for a variety of functionality. A connection between two modules is
made by simply bringing the modules together, outlet near
inlets. Through short range Infrared communication, modules negotiate connection details. Inlet/outlet LEDs signal
each established connection. Holding the modules together
makes the modules cycle the connection through its inputs,
letting the user select a specific inlet. Once a connection is
made, modules communicate exclusively over RF and can be
deployed. Breaking particular connections is achieved in a
similar fashion, by again holding the modules together.

Figure 4. A countdown alarm is made with a dial, counter, button and
buzzer module. Connections are shown in green. The dial sets the top
number through the 2nd inlet of the counter, the button decrements the
counter through the 3rd inlet. The counter outputs a bang on zero.

useful for data-logging and real-time sensor displays. Sensors
modules include input interfaces such as dials, buttons and
sliders, and automatically output their state when actuated
upon (change event).
Actuator modules obey to a bang or value on the first, second
or third inlet by actuating some hardware device. Typical
actuator modules host a buzzer, a solenoid, an RGB LED
or a display. The second and third inlet can be used to set
parameters for the actuator (maximum or minimum values,
type of pulse, etc).
Processing modules: Most modules contain some sort of logic,
e.g. when to output and how to handle data on the inlets. However, while simple sensors and actuators may have some signal
processing capacity or learning logic, processing modules are
truly programmable max/msp-like objects: input parameters
are given by the data on the inlets, but they also have their
own internal state variables and logic. Simple examples are
modules that combine inlets with logic gates, perform simple
arithmetic calculations, or delay or synchronize messages.
Making Networks

Module Types

Conceptually, there are three types of nodes: sensors, actuators,
and processing nodes. In reality, each node is a blend of
these three functions. A key design constraint is to keep a
manageable number of different nodes each with a simple and
dedicated function, yet the set should be sufficiently rich to
support a variety of scenarios.
Sensor modules work by detecting events and generating a
bang at the outlet. Trigger conditions are taught by example or
teach-in. As shown in Figure 3, it suffices to press a learning
button and then simulate the condition limits for a few seconds.
Most sensors (distance, sound-level, force, tilt, etc) can use
this principle; in case teach-in is not realistic (e.g. setting a
temperature range), the range can be set using values received
on the second and third inlet. Note that receiving a bang on the
first inlet causes the module to read and pass the sensed value
through the outlet, even if this was not an "event". This is

The key advantage of SPC is that it integrates test analysis
and design not only for physical prototyping [13] but also
within the environment and in-use [35]. When studying the
principle, two deployment work-flows naturally emerged. A
first approach is to design and build a network on a table
before deploying the modules in space. For instance, modules
can be arranged on a large sheet of paper, while connections
are sketched and annotated in place with pens or post-its.
Alternatively, networks are programmed in situ. For example,
counting how many people enter a building (Figure 1), is
made with a few modules as follows: first, a proximity sensor
module is mounted near a door, and connected to a hand-held
buzzer module. Therefore, the (previously taught) activation
range can be immediately tested and confirmed with a beeping
sound. Then, the buzzer can be disconnected and replaced
with a counter module that records the number of events. This
counter module (that also works as a convenient display) can
be positioned at any location within range of the RF signal.

Networks can be described as directed graphs. Figure 4, shows
a simple (non-recursive) event-counter network. A dial is
connected to the second inlet of the counter module, to set
the top number by hand. The button module is connected
to the third inlet and each button press lowers the displayed
number (the first inlet of the number module increases the
counter). When the counter reaches zero it outputs a bang, and
the buzzer beeps. Networks can be also be cyclic. For instance
the network shown in Figure 4 can be turned into a (one time)
countdown sequence (i.e, a for loop) using a metro(nome)
module. The metro function can be toggled using a bang on
its first inlet. When active, if the metro is connected to the
counter module, it will make it count down to zero. A buzzer
will make a sound when zero is reached, but if we connect its
output back to the toggle inlet of the metro, the metro would
stop beating.
A popular activity in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) education is measuring and collecting data in the environment. A simple sensor network with
a metro(nome) module can be made to accomplish this as
shown in Figure 5. A dial is connected to the 2nd inlet of the
metronome to set the sampling frequency. The output of the
metro is connected to the first inlet of a sensor module to make
it output its value on a bang. A number module could then
displays the sensed value in real time, a data logging module
store the data on an SD card or a gateway module upload this
to the Cloud.
Application Scenarios

With only a few modules a wide variety of applications can
be accomplished that scale from tabletop, home, to urban
computing and show the potential for the TEI community.
Scenarios sketched here can be designed using traditional
prototyping platforms such as Zigbee [2] mesh networks and
Arduinos. However, our claim is that SPC and our initial
implementation let users and designers focus on the situated
design or ad-hoc solutions rather the diving into programming
and debugging low-level distributed computing for custom
made solutions.
Data loggers consist of one or more sensors and a metro module, to sample and log data somewhere. Event loggers can also
count the number of particular events. More complicated networks could include number modules that show a maximum
or minimum or display a timestamp. SPC logging networks
could be put to use to prototype urban computing systems [23]
such as sensors networks for citizen science [15], opinion gatherers [10] or in-the-wild displays [9] as it embeds computation
in the real world. Because modules do not require internet,
SPC could function in remote or rural areas, on the water, and
possibly in balloons.
Simple communication networks such as a doorbell. Morse
code signaling can be made uni or bi-directional combining
a button and a buzzer. When made wearable, modules could
be put to use for multi-user interaction such as games, but
also as portable alarms within buildings, playgrounds or neighborhoods. Programming and deployment can be a teaching
activity in itself.

Figure 5. Measuring real time sensor values can be easily achieved
using a metro(nome) module. The metro outputs a bang at a specified
frequency, forcing the sensor to output its value. The number module
displays it.

Sensors and alarms could be made on the spot and without
requiring a smart phone network for instance to detect a flood
in a basement, track temperature in an oven, etc. [31]. Baby
alarms could react on sound level and could be made wearable. Other wearable applications could be found in ad-hoc
reminders, for instance to support the elderly.
PROTOTYPE

A module is composed of three physical layers: (a) a reconfigurable sensing/actuation “shield”; (b) the communication layer
(IR and RF transceivers) and (c) the microcontroller and power
layer. The current prototype consists of hand-manufactured
modules with a custom made shield housing common controls (a button, a rotary encoder), actuators (a buzzer, an RGB
LED, a four digit 7-segment display), and a metronome with
a start-stop button and a display for the frequency. The sensor and actuator shield does not yet use a standard physical
protocol; instead, we have exposed several pins of the microcontroller (GPIO pins, I2C and SPI). We plan to standardize
the connector, possibly using the Groove [30] to reuse hardware from other classic construction kits such as Phidgets
or littleBits. Connecting modules manually is handled using
infrared NEC IrDA protocol. Carrier detection is performed
by a TSOP38238 IC. An IR beacon is generated every second by an IR LED driven at a very low current to reduce the
transmission range to a few centimeters. The IR beacon broadcasts the RF node identifier. When a connection is accepted,
it is stored in the EEPROM in both modules, and the modules start communicating over RF. The RF transceiver is an
RFM69 module [1] , capable of transmitting at low baudrates
over a distance of 300m using a license-free ISM (Industry
Scientific and Medical) frequency band. Data transmission
is only one way: towards the nodes connected to the outlet.
Data transferred is of the simplest nature: in most of the cases,
it’s a binary value (an event has taken place or not). It can
also be more complex (for instance, numeric values from a
sensor). The sender ID and the timing of arrival are retrieved
from the header of the RF packet. A typical packet is always
less than 60 bytes and it’s transmitted rarely (only when an
event is detected). As this is an asynchronous data-driven
network, time stamp plays an important role: the node can

be set to “latch” (i.e. “compute”) only when all the required
data on the inlets is presented simultaneously. Alternatively,
it can process the data whenever all the required data is ready
on the inlets (messages sent to any inlets store the values on
the objects and signal it as new data until it is used). Finally,
data can be processed only when signaling this explicitly by
sending a “bang” on the first (leftmost) inlet (values arriving at this inlet carry an implicit “bang” message, just as in
MAX/MSP). While transmitting at maximum power (20 dB),
the module needs about 100 mA. However, since transmission
is infrequent, most of the time the device is in listening mode,
consuming only 16mA. Therefore, we found that without any
kind of power optimization (sleep modes), a 300mAh LiPo
battery is sufficient to power the device for a few hours.
DISCUSSION

The goal of Spatial Physical Computing is to bridge the gap
between 1) the present physical computing practices, namely
programming embedded systems to be deployed later in the
environment, and generally resulting in spatially constrained
systems when teaching and 2) the growing reality of the Internet of Things, that nowadays rest on many different commercial APIs and diverse existing wireless infrastructures. Our
approach is a basic technique for building and deploying distributed physical computing systems sharing some aspects of
both worlds. No computer, tablet or smartphone is needed to
configure or maintain the system. Event-driven programming
is popular over mobile platforms today because it captures, in
the virtual realm, the complexity of real world interactions. It
is surprising then that a coherent “programming” framework
has not been yet proposed in the field of physical computing
nor in spatial computing [6]; we set ourselves to investigate the
potential of the SPC paradigm, but for this, it is still necessary
to make a number of design choices. Indeed, while developing
SPC, two themes emerged related to the interaction design of
such networks, detailed below.
Considerations when Making Nodes Physical

We can foresee a future in which the hardware that composes
the modules will be cheap enough so that creating relatively
simple Max/Msp like networks will not be more “costly” than
drawing them on the computer. However, current reasons
of cost and practicality make it unreasonable to break down
node functionality too much. Put another way, we cannot
just translate, in the physical world, the design choices made
for GUI based, 2D visual programming languages. We need
to find the right level of functional decomposition: on one
side “thin” elements (very simple sensor or actuator modules
with some functionality), and on the other side “fat” modules
(or processing elements with more computer power and/or
hardware interfaces). For the same reasons, we may take a
hybrid approach following some design choices made on platforms such as littleBits or even Arduino. That is, instead of
having a fixed function module, attaching and detaching physical parts (or “shields”) to the module can reconfigure certain
functional aspects - for instance inverting inputs or outputs,
adding delays or setting the mode of “latching” (synchronous
or asynchronous)

Finally, if one wants to realize the vision of a one dollar “coin”
module that can remain functional for months or years, power
remains an important handicap. We believe that given the
event-driven approach (and thus extremely low average bitrate of the system), this will likely not be a problem in the next
iteration of the system, at least for sensing, data processing,
and LoRa RF communication. We estimate that even without
new cell technology, solar charging and power optimization
(periodic deep sleep), should be enough to maintain modules
running for months.
Visualizing Invisible Connections

Some problems not explicitly addressed in this paper are how
to simulate, analyze and debug a network before, during or
after deployment. The current modules indicate a connection
with a single color LED on inlets and outlet so that networks
with multiple connections cannot be visually identified. Future nodes will have RGB LEDs instead so that each virtual
patch-cord (i.e edge of the network) will feature a unique
color. Associated with this is the problem of whole-network
discovery. We are tackling this problem by using a “sniffer”
module connected to the computer. It listens to all the communications in the network and represents it on a 2D interface
resembling a Max/Msp patch. This software can also be used
to simulate a network. In parallel, we are exploring two different Augmented Reality solutions to the problem of network
monitoring. The first is similar to ReacTable and is useful
when studying a system over a table, before deployment. It
consists of projecting the invisible links between the modules
and graphically represent the flow of the data. Alternatively,
if we need to monitor a network already deployed in space,
we may use fiducial trackers or other 3D tracking alternatives
and highlight the links as virtual patch-cords or bezier curves
augmenting the real space.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our goal with this research is to expand the reach of physical
computing and its teaching by introducing real-world, spatial
(functional, aesthetic) considerations from the start. Most
intriguing, and because of the expected miniaturization and
cost fall of its electronic components, those modules could
be shared and exchanged by all, and function as a pervasive
physical computing resource or currency capable of creating
and sustaining - bottom-up - the infrastructure of a smart city.
Future work is to deploy the prototype modules in a STEM
environment. With the help of Plan Ceibal in Uruguay [36],
we are producing 50 modules for an “in-the-wild” user test,
including teachers and students of various ages.
Apart from the use as a teaching platform integrating distributed system thinking, the system could become a ubiquitous sensing/actuator network covering large (rural?) areas,
and if robust enough, it could even be a cheap way to prototype, tune and deploy autonomous control systems in industrial
plants or farmlands. Finally, an important goal is to reduce the
cost of each module under a couple of dollars, allowing for a
large and truly democratic deployment as well as making it
easy to repair or hack the hardware for other purposes. Low
cost will render the system accessible to children of all ages
(can break without fear), but also adults and creative makers.
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